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A three dimensional kinetic Monte Carlo model for simulating the carbon/sulfur 

mesostructural evolutions of discharging Lithium sulfur batteries 

ABSTRACT 

The carbon/sulfur composite cathodes of lithium sulfur batteries undergo mesostructural 

evolutions during discharge due to the precipitation/dissolution reactions of solid sulfur and 

Li2S. Furthermore, the cathode design and discharge parameters also impact the mesostructural 

evolutions of carbon/sulfur composites. In order to compare and study these mesostructural 

evolutions, we have developed a novel three dimensional kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) model 

based on an algorithm called Variable step size method (VSSM). Our model describes 

mechanisms such as reactions and diffusions of different polysulfides, dissolution of solid 

sulfur and electrodeposition of Li2S. The initial carbon/sulfur mesostructure used in our model 

is created based on its desired structural and geometric properties using an in-silico method. In 

this paper, we present the theoretical development of our kMC model and demonstrate its 

capabilities using discharge simulations of a model carbon/sulfur mesostructure under two 

different rates (C-rates) namely C/2 and 2C. Furthermore, we also present the impact of initial 

��(�) loading on the 2C discharge simulation. 

Keywords: Lithium sulfur batteries, carbon/sulfur mesostructures, cathode mesostructural 

evolutions, kinetic Monte Carlo model, stochastic modeling, discharge simulations.  

1. Introduction 

Li-ion batteries (LIBs) are currently used to power electric vehicles (EVs). However to enhance 

their driving ranges, [1] development of next generation of batteries with high specific 

capacities and energy densities are carried out [2]. Lithium sulfur (Li-S) batteries constitute a 

promising technology among them, due to its viability [3], cheapness, abundance of materials 

[4] and very high theoretical energy density (2570 Wh/Kg of solid sulfur in the cathode) [5]. 
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The cathodes of conventional Li-S batteries are carbon/sulfur (C/S) composites, where the inert 

carbon in the cathode exists as an electron conducting porous matrix which holds solid sulfur 

and electrolyte, whereas Li-metal foil is used as anode [6–8]. Unlike Li-ion batteries, the 

cathode of the Li-S batteries undergoes significant mesostructural changes during discharge 

due to its unique operational mechanism.   

During discharge, the solid sulfur in the cathode dissolves and undergoes multiple subsequent 

reduction reactions producing solvated polysulfide intermediates in the electrolyte and 

precipitation of Li2S over the carbon surface [9,10]. The morphology of the Li2S precipitates 

depends on the operation and cathode designs such as discharge rate, sulfur loading, etc. 

[11,12]. Since these Li2S precipitates are insulating they impact the discharge performance due 

to phenomena such as surface passivation [13] and pore-clogging [14].  

 

Due to the complicated nature of its operating principles, different phenomena of Li-S battery 

cathode are often assessed using mathematical models.[15,16] Continuum Li-S batteries 

models have been useful in identifying different performance limitations. However, most of 

them only consider the effective cathode structural properties and thereby they overlook the 

three-dimensional nature of the C/S mesostructure and the Li2S deposits. [17–21] Recently, 

Ren et al. developed a one-dimensional continuum discharge model incorporating nucleation 

and growth dynamics which predicts the particle size distributions of Li2S precipitates that are 

dependent on the discharge rate [22]. Furthermore, Mistry et al. developed a modeling 

framework where the precipitates are grown on three-dimensional porous carbon 

microstructures based on deposition energy and a morphology parameter [23]. They have also 

calculated the effective cathode structural evolutions of those microstructures and incorporated 

them in their continuum discharge model to predict the impact of Li2S morphologies, sulfur 
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loadings, etc. on the performance. Contrary to the aforementioned continuum models, Beltran 

et al. developed a classical reactive molecular dynamics model which explicitly simulates the 

discharge of a three dimensional (3D) graphene/sulfur microstructure [24]. This model is 

capable of predicting the reduction of sulfur, interactions between different atoms, discharge 

potential and volume expansion of graphene/sulfur microstructures upon on lithiation. 

However, it does not provide details about the mesostructural evolutions such as porosity, 

coverage of Li2S precipitates on carbon, etc. 

Kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) models have been adopted in recent years to predict the 

mesostructural evolutions of next-generation batteries such as Li-O2, slurry redox flow 

batteries, etc. [25–27]. In the context of Li-S batteries, Liu et al. developed a kMC model which 

includes phenomena such as adsorption, desorption and surface diffusion of Li2S over a flat 

carbon substrate to predict the impact of temperature, S2- concentration, etc. on the mesoscale 

deposition of Li2S [28]. Although this model provides details about the mesoscale evolutions 

of Li2S deposition such as coverage, thickness, etc. it cannot be used to study the direct impact 

of the discharge on the deposition. Since this aforementioned model does not consider any 

electrochemical reduction process. Therefore, we have developed a 3D kMC model which 

explicitly simulates structural the evolutions C/S mesostructure and Li2S precipitation during 

discharge. Our model includes phenomena such as dissolution reaction of solid sulfur, 

diffusions and reduction reactions of solvated sulfur and polysulfides and electrodeposition of 

Li2S. The main objective of this paper is to present the development our kMC model as a 

methodology towards the understanding Li-S discharge process at every scale. In the 

theoretical methodology section, we will first introduce our in-silico method to create the 

model C/S mesostructure (subsection 2.1), following which we will discuss the kMC algorithm 

called Variable Step Size Method (VSSM) used in our model along with the equations for rate 

constants of different phenomena and the assumptions (subsection 2.2). In the results and 
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discussions section, we will present the visualization and quantification of the general 

observables of the discharge simulations for two different C-rates (subsection 3.1). 

Furthermore, we will also discuss the post-processed results generated by the computational 

tools such as radial distribution function and cluster recognition algorithm. These results are 

used to compare the impact of the discharge rate on the mesoscale deposition of Li2S over the 

carbon surface (subsection 3.2). Finally, the impact of initial ��(�) loading on the 2C discharge 

simulation is presented in the subsection 3.3. 

 

2. Theoretical methodology 

2.1 Creation of initial C/S mesostructure 

 

Figure 1. Schematics of our in-silico method to create the initial C/S mesostructure. 

In this paper, we have formalized an in-silico method to create a 3D simulation box based on 

the structural and geometric properties of the desired initial C/S mesostructure used in our kMC 
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model (Figure 1). Initially, a cubic box containing randomly distributed spherical carbon 

particles representing the porous carbon mesostructure was created using a commercial 

software called Geodict. The sensitivity to the variation in the random distribution of spherical 

carbon particles is discussed in the subsection S4.1 of the supporting information. The side 

length of this cubic box and the diameter of the carbon particles were set to 50 and 25 nm 

respectively. The porosity of the entire mesostructure was set to 67%. The cubic box was then 

meshed along each side into 100 cubic volumetric elements called voxels. The side length of 

each voxel was set to 5 Å  which is close to the S-S bond length (4.1 Å) in an isothermally 

stabilized graphene/S microstructure [24], and therefore it was set as the resolution between S 

atoms. The resulting structure was exported as a stack of images (*.png). An in-house 

developed python code uses the grey scale values of these images to create the simulation box 

with voxels containing carbon atoms. Locations of the carbon atoms in the simulation box were 

exported to a trajectory file (*.xyz) along with those of the solid sulfur (��(�)) particles (Figure 

1). The visualizations in this work were done using the open source software Ovito [29]. 

 The locations of each carbon (�) and sulfur (�) atoms in ��(�) were identified using the integer 

numbers 1 and 2. The ��(�) particles were randomly distributed next to the � atoms at the 

carbon particle surface since the impregnated ��(�) sticks to the surface of the carbon particles 

[6]. Furthermore, the mass ratio between � and � atoms was set to 1:0.27. We have used this 

low sulfur loading in our simulations to reduce the computational cost. 

Finally, the resulting trajectory file is read by our in-house developed kMC python code, which 

reconstructs the simulation box and utilizes it as the initial C/S mesostructure. It should be 

noted that our in-silico C/S mesostructure creation method and kMC code are not specific to 

the aforementioned dimensions, structural and geometric parameters. In fact, we can customize 

the initial C/S mesostructure by changing the parameters such as of the shape and size of the 

carbon particles, mesostructure porosity, sulfur loading, etc. In the future, this in-silico method 
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will also be used to transform the tomographic images of a real C/S composite electrode into a 

simulation box which will then be used as the initial C/S mesostructure of our kMC code. 

Although the carbon mesostructure presented here is not tied to a direct tomographical 

measurement, its continuum-level descriptors are relevant with the previously reported carbon 

host materials. Ma et al., utilized cauliflower like carbon/sulfur composite cathode material, in 

which the size of the carbon particles is 25 nm.[30] The volume percentage of the pores in their 

cathode material with sizes above 20 nm is 63% which is closer to the porosity of the 

mesostructure (0.67) presented in our manuscript. Zheng et al., used Acetylene Black (AB) 

carbon nanoparticles in the cathode whose surface area is 123.6 m2.g-1, [31] which is closer to 

that of our mesostructure (133.3 m2.g-1, calculation given in Supporting information). 

   

2.2  Development of our kMC-VSSM model and its assumptions  

In the past, an on-lattice kMC algorithm called VSSM was utilized to describe the reaction and 

diffusion events in Fuel cells [32] and Li-O2 batteries [25,26] and Brownian motion of 

suspended particles in slurry redox flow batteries [27,33]. Here, we have adopted a similar 

method to select and execute the reaction and diffusion events (Figure 2) during the discharge 

simulation of an in-silico created C/S mesostructure (Figure 1).     

The reaction events considered in our kMC model are as follows,  

��(�) → ��(	) (1) 

��(	) + 4� → 2��(	)�  (2) 

��(	)� + 2� → 2��(	)�  (3) 

��(	)� + 4��� +  2� → 2����(�) (4) 

where, Eq. 1 is the chemical dissolution of ��(�) to solvated ��(	) and Eqs. 2 and 3 are the 

electrochemical reduction reactions of solvated ��(	)�  and ��(	)�  respectively. Finally, Eq. 4 is the 
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electrodeposition of solid ����(�). Although there could be several reactions involving multiple 

solvated polysulfide species that occur during the operation of Li-S batteries, here we consider 

only this reduced set of reaction steps (eqs. 1-4) in order to limit the computational costs of our 

simulations and complexities arising through multiple unknown parameters. This 

approximation is common in many previously reported Li-S batteries models [19,34–37]. 

 

Figure 2. Schematic representations, of (a) the reaction events considered in our model along 

with the coarse-grained structures of the different types sulfur based particles and (b) the six 

directions in which the solvated particles (��(	), ��(	)�  and ��(	)� ) can be diffuse. 

Similar to � in ��(�) particles, atoms in ��(	), ��(	)� , ��(	)�  and  ����(�) particles are also identified 

using unique set of integer numbers namely 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. The coarse-grained 

structures of the different sulfur based particles along with the schematic representation of the 

reaction events between them and the directions in which the solvated particles can diffuse are 

shown in Figure 2. Among the reactions considered in our model (Eq. 1-4), only the Li2S 

electrodeposition involves solvated ��(	)�  in the electrolyte. Moreover, the ��(	)�  concentration in 

Li-S batteries electrolyte is much larger (≈1000–5000mM) than that of ��(	)�  (≈10 mM) [17], 

therefore the kinetics of Li2S electrodeposition will primarily depend on the latter. Since the 
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solvated ��(	)�  and anion of Li salt are highly concentrated in the electrolyte, the probilities of 

our kMC model selecting their diffusion events are much higher. This will ultimately increase 

the simulation cost. Therefore, the Li salt containing supporting electrolyte is not explicitly 

considered in our model, and we assume that they are uniformly distributed in the void volume 

of the simulation box. 

2.2.1 Equations for rate constants of different types of events 

According to the VSSM algorithm used in our KMC model, an event is selected and executed 

in a given time step or an iteration based on the weighted probabilities of all the possible events 

which depend on their corresponding rate constants. Therefore, it is important to determine the 

rate constants for different types of events.  

The rate constants of the electrochemical reactions in our model (eqs. 2-4) could be calculated 

using Butler Volmer type equations [25,26]. However, the over potentials in the Butler Volmer 

equations vary a lot during the discharge of Li-S batteries [38]. Since we intend to simulate the 

discharge of our in-silico created C/S mesostructure under a galvanostatic condition, we have 

derived the rate constants of the electrochemical reactions based on the discharge current (�) 

which remains constant at any given time. Therefore, the kinetic rate constant (���	�) of an 

electrochemical reaction (�) is given by a Faraday’s law type equation, 

���	� = ����� Θ(��) 
(5) 

The discharge current � is determined from the discharge C-rate and initial mass of ��(�) present 

inside simulation box. ��  and �� in eq. 5 are the number of electrons transferred in an 

electrochemical reaction (�) and the charge of the electron respectively. According to eq. 5, the 

applied current is equal to the Faradaic current at each iteration. Neidhardt et al., implemented 

double layer phenomenon in their continuum Li-S batteries model. We neglected this 
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phenomenon in our kMC model, since its impact on the simulated results and mechanisms in 

the Li-S batteries are still unclear. Implementation of double layer dynamics would increase 

the computational cost of our model, since it would require us to simulate the supporting 

electrolyte explicitly or coupling the KMC model with a physical double layer model. We 

intend to work on this implementation in the future. 

In order for the electrochemical reactions to occur, the solvated polysulfides should be present 

within the electron tunnelling distance (��) from the carbon surface and the electron tunnelling 

probability (Θ(��)) is given by a simple function [25], 

Θ(��) = �1, 0 ≤ �� ≤ 10 �$0, �� > 10 �$  
(6) 

 

Furthermore, the kinetic rate constant of the ����(�) deposition reaction is considered only 

when the ��(	)�  particles are present next to either a carbon atom or a ����(�) particle. This 

condition mimics the nucleation and growth processes of ����(�) observed in Li-S batteries. In 

few chronoamperometric investigations of ����(�)  electrodeposition, [39,40]  A. Beweick, M. 

Fleischman, and H.R. Thirsk (BFT) model [41,42] and Scharifker-Hills (SH) Model were used 

fit the dimensionless current signals. These models assume that the charge transfer step of the 

electrodeposition is fast and the growth Li2S nuclei are controlled by mass transport of solvated 

species to the electrode surface. However the model developed by Ren et al., uses a modified 

Tafel equation to calculate current for the growth of Li2S nuclei, [37] which is the rate of charge 

transfer step. Similarly, we have assumed that the nucleation and growth Li2S are controlled 

by the charge transfer steps. 

The sensitivity of the tunnelling distance (��) on the 2C discharge simulation results are 

discussed in the supplementary information. 
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Since the electronic conductivities of solid ��(�) and  ����(�) are quite low [43], we have 

neglected them in our model. However, the inclusion of electronic transport rates within the 

solid deposits could be further improvement to our model and it will be carried out in the future.  

 

As mentioned before, our model also considers the diffusion of solvated particles such as ��(	), 
��(	)�  and ��(	)�  along six directions (Figure 2). The diffusion rate constant of a solvated particle 

(�) is given by the Stokes-Einstein’s equation, 

�&'&( = )*+6-./&0� 
(6) 

where . and /& are the viscosity of the electrolyte and radius of gyration of a solvated particle 

(�) respectively (see Table S1 in the supporting information). 0 is the distance displaced by the 

solvated particle along a given direction. 

Since our model simulates the redox reaction of the solvated particles in the electrolyte phase 

near the electrode surface instead of solid-state-like reactions, [44] the ionic transport events 

through ��(�) and ����(�) deposits  [43] are neglected.  

2.2.2 Working principle of our kMC-VSSM code 
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Figure 3. Workflow of our kMC-VSSM code. 

Reconstruction of the simulation box containing our in-silico C/S mesostructure, is the initial 

step of our model (Figure 3), after which the kMC code enters into an iterative loop to execute 

the reaction and diffusion events during discharge simulation. In any given iterative cycle, the 

entire simulation box is initially scanned in order to find all the different types of particles and 

the possible events which could be performed by them. A list containing all the possible events 

is then stored in the computer memory, along with their corresponding particle types, individual 

and cumulative sums of rate constants, current and final locations inside the simulation box. 

After this step, the sum of all the possible events (�1) is calculated as follows, 

�1 = 2 �3
4

356  

(7) 
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where 7 is the total number of all the possible events in a given iterative cycle and �3 is the 

rate constant of �8ℎ event in the aforementioned list. �3 could be either a rate constant of a 

diffusion (:&'&(
) or a chemical (:;<=�) or an electrochemical reaction event  (:��	�).   

After calculating �1, a pseudo random number (>6) ∈ (0,1) is generated. According to the 

conditional algorithm of our kMC-VSSM model – an event is selected based on the cumulative 

sums of the rate constants of all the possible events and the product of >6 and �1 as follows,  

2 �3
@

356 ≥ >6�1 ≥ 2 �3
@6
356  

(8) 

where m is the number of the selected event in the list. According to the condition above (Eq. 

8), in any given iterative cycle, the events with large rate constants have larger probabilities to 

be selected. Since diffusion rate constants are normally larger than electrochemical rate 

constants, our kMC code has to go through a large number of iterative cycles which select 

diffusion events before an electrochemical reaction event is selected. Therefore, in each 

iterative cycle, we only consider the diffusion rates of solvated particles which could be 

displaced to a particular distance along anyone of the six directions within the simulation box. 

This criterion will increase the frequency in which electrochemical events are selected, and 

thereby it aids the discharge simulation to progress faster.   

Following the event selection process of an iterative cycle, its corresponding time step (∆8) is 

calculated as follows, 

∆8 = − ln >��1  
(9) 

where >� is the second pseudo random number ∈ (0,1). Since ∆8 is inversely proportional to 

�1, it varies from one iterative cycle to another and it also makes the calculated time (8) after 

each iteration to be low. However, since we are interested in comparing the simulated results 
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of two different discharge rates, it is much more relevant to represent them as functions of 

specific capacity (F). Therefore, we also calculate the specific capacity gained (∆F) during 

each iteration using the following equation, 

∆F = G ����$HI(J) , �K �@ �L M ���	�
0, �NL�  

(10) 

where the product of ��  and �� in Eq. 10 is the charge transferred during the selected 

electrochemical event (�) and $HI(J) is the initial mass of ��(�) present in the simulation box. 

The final step in the iterative loop our kMC code is the execution of the selected event and the 

evolution of the C/S mesostructure inside the simulation box. This evolved C/S mesostructure, 

once again goes through another subsequent cycle consisting of steps such as scanning to find 

all possible events, selection and execution of an event and evolution C/S mesostructure. After 

a selected amount of cycles of this iterative process, the details of the simulation box such as 

number and locations of different types of particles, specific capacity, time and porosity are 

saved for further analysis. Discharge simulations can go on for several days and they are 

stopped either when all the ��(H) and solvated sulfur based particles are converted to ����(�) or 

if they have been running for too long with very few changes in the type of sulfur particles 

inside the simulation box.    . 

3. Results and discussions 

In this section, we have presented the discharge simulation results for two different C-rates 

namely C/2 and 2C. The same initial C/S mesostructure created using our in-silico method 

(presented in subsection 2.1) – was used for both the simulations. The C/2 and 2C discharge 

simulations were concluded ad hoc at 1230 and 1400 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  respectively. Around these 

capacities – diffusion events dominated over reaction events, resulting in very few changes in 

the types of sulfur based particles inside the simulation box. However, the results produced 
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using these simulations were still used to compare the impact of C-rates on the evolutions inside 

the C/S mesostructure. Furthermore, we also presented the 2C discharge simulation results of 

a mesostructure 1:0.54 C/S mass ratio and compared them with those of the 1:0.27 C/S mass 

ratio in order to investigate the sensitivity of our kMC model to the initial solid � loading. Due 

to the stochastic nature of our kMC model, each of these simulations were carried out three 

times to determine the confidence region which presented as shaded regions or error bars. 

3.1 General effective evolutions of C/S mesostructure  

As mentioned in the subsection 2.2.2, the locations of the different types of sulfur based 

particles after a selected number of cycles during the discharge simulation are saved in a 

trajectory file. This file can be used to track and visualize the evolution of the simulation (see 

video in the supplementary materials). The visualization of the simulation box could be done 

even when the simulation is performing. Figure 4, shows the visual evolution of the 

mesostructure inside the simulation box at different depths of discharge (DoDs) or specific 

capacities, during the 2C discharge simulation.   
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Figure 4. Visualization of the simulation box at 208, 647, 1050 and 1473 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  during 

the 2C discharge simulation. The colour map in the image shows the colour coding assigned to 

different types of sulfur based particle types, where ��(�), ��(	)� , ��(	)� , ��(	)�  and ����(H) particles 

are shown in navy blue, sky blue, green, yellow and red respectively.  

 

When the simulation box is visualized, each type of sulfur based particle is assigned a unique 

colour (Figure 4). Therefore, it is possible to visually get an idea about the DoD of the 

simulation just from the colours of the particles inside the simulation box (Figure 4). 

Furthermore, this colour coding visually aids us to see the different types of events taking place 

inside the simulation box at different DoDs. In addition to visualization, the quantification of 

the different types of particles in the simulation box can be used to predict the effective 

properties such as concentrations of solvated particles, porosity of the mesostructure, etc.  
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The concentration of a solvated particle (R&) inside the porous volume of C/S mesostructure is 

determined using the equation, 

R& = 7&7STU 
(11) 

where 7S and 7& respectively are the Avogadro’s number and the total number of solvated 

particles of type � (i.e. ��(	) or ��(	)�  or ��(	)� ). U is the total volume of the simulation box and T 

is the porosity of the C/S mesostructure, which is determined from the fraction between the 

number of voxels which are unoccupied by the atoms of solid particles (such as carbon, �� and 

���� particles) and the total number of voxels in the simulation box.  

 

 

Figure 5. Evolutions of the concentrations of ��(	) (sky blue lines), ��(	)�  (green lines) and   ��(	)�  

(orange lines) during C/2 (solid lines) and 2C (dashed lines) discharge simulations. 
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Since the rate constants of the electrochemical reactions increase with the C-rates, the solvated 

particles during the fast discharge are consumed faster. Therefore, the concentrations of all the 

solvated particles during 2C discharge simulation are always lower than those of the C/2 

(Figure 5). The evolutions of concentrations of different solvated particles (Figure 5) and 

numbers of ��(H) and ����(�) particles in the simulation box (Figure 7), assist in providing 

insights into the reactions taking place at different stages of discharge simulations. A typical 

discharge curve of a conventional Li-S battery, consists of a high and a low potential plateaus 

with an intermediate slopy stage during which the cell potential decreases. [5,17] The cell 

potentials in the continuum models are derived from the current balance equation. [17,19,20] 

However, our kMC model does not have equations that directly relate current and potential. 

Therefore, here we have predicted the approximate discharge curves (Figure 6) from the 

concentrations of solvated particles such as ��(	)�  and ��(	)�  using Nernst equation [17], 

V = VW + X+2Y ZN� RH[(\)]^1000 − N� _ RH](\)]^1000`�a 
(12) 

where V is the approximate discharge potential and Vb is the standard potential for the 

��(	)� /��(	)�  electrochemical reaction. A similar Nernst’s equation was used to predict 

equilibrium potentials during the discharge in a published Li-S batteries model [14].  
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Figure 6. Approximate C/2 and 2C discharge curves – calculated using Nernst’s equation for 

��(	)� /��(	)�  electrochemical reaction. 

 

The calculated approximate discharge curves shown in Figure 6 qualitatively resemble certain 

experimental results with highly slopy first stage and a relatively flat second stage (see Figure 

S1 in the supporting information). As mentioned before, the calculated discharge curves are 

only used to correlate the stages of our simulations with the experiments and we did not make 

any attempt to predict discharge curves that quantitatively match the experimental results. 

Since we have used the Nernst’s equation, discharge curves correspond to theoretical 

equilibrium potentials, which is why the variation between them are smaller in comparison 

with the experiments. The sensitivity of the discharge curves to the discharge rates are due to 
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the phenomena such as the electrolyte resistance [38], anode and cathode overpotentials [45] 

and transport overpotential. [20,46] Since, our kMC model simulate the discharge of a 

carbon/sulfur composite cathode at the mesoscopic level such phenomena are not considered 

in our model. 

Initially, during the first slopy discharge stage, the concentrations of the solvated ��(	) and ��(	)�  

particles (Figure 5) increase due to the chemical dissolution of ��(�) particles and subsequent 

reduction of some  ��(	) particles to ��(	)� . This could be understood from the decrease in the 

number of ��(�) during this initial stage in both C/2 and 2C discharge simulations (Figure 7). 

However, at the midway of the first slopy discharge stage (≈100 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6 ), the ��(	) 
concentrations for both C/2 and 2C simulations start to decrease (Figure 5), while the 

concentrations of ��(	)�  continue to increase and those of the ��(	)�  start to increase. This indicates 

that the ��(	)� /��(	)�  reduction reaction starts at this stage in both the discharge simulations. 

Furthermore, the electrodeposition of ����(�) also starts at this stage, since the numbers of 

����(H) particles for both C/2 and 2C simulations start to increase.   
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Figure 7. Evolutions of number of ��(�) (navy blue lines) and ���� (red lines) particles and the 

porosity of the C/S mesostructure during the C/2 (solid lines) and 2C (dashed lines) discharge 

simulations. 

At around 250 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  when the approximate discharge curves start to become relatively 

flat – the ��(	)�  concentrations for both simulations start to decrease, whereas the numbers of 

����(�) particles start to increase at a faster rate. This suggest that the ��(	)� /��(	)�  and 

��(	)� /����(�) reduction reactions start to become dominant at around 250 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  in both 

the simulations. The simulated discharge curves remain relatively flat from 250 to 1200 

$Oℎ. QHI(J)6 , this stage in the discharge simulations correspond to the second discharge plateau 

seen in experiments (Figure S1). The number of ����(�) particles continue to increase during 

this relatively flat discharge stage and until the end of the simulations, whereas the 
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concentrations ��(	)�  particles start to decrease at around 800 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6 , which suggest that 

the electrodeposition of ����(�) particles is the most dominant reaction from this specific 

capacity. Since, the S8(s) dissolves during the slopy stage first stage of the predict discharge 

curve, it corresponds to the high potential plateau and slopy intermediate stage of a typical Li-

S battery discharge curve.[47] Whereas, the relatively flat second stage corresponds to the low 

potential plateau of a typical discharge curve.[47] These trends are consistent with the 

numerous continuum scale simulation results.  

Since the rate constant of the ����(�) electrodeposition reaction increases with the C-rate, the 

number of ����(�) particles increase slightly faster during 2C than C/2. This impact discharge 

rate on the precipitation rate is consistent with the continuum simulation results.[14]  However, 

an opposite trend is observed for the decrease in the number of ��(�) particles (Figure 7). The 

rate constant for the chemical dissolution of ��(�) particles does not depend on the C-rate of the 

discharge simulation. Since the ��(�) particles have more time to dissolve during the C/2 

discharge simulation, the number of ��(�) particles decreases faster with the specific capacity. 

Whereas, the number of ��(�) particles decreases very slowly with the specific capacity since 

��(�) particles have less time to dissolve. Due to the combined effect of slow dissolution of 

��(�) particles and fast precipitation of ����(�) particles – the mesostructure porosity of 2C is 

always lower than that of the C/2 (Figure 7). However, the mesostructure porosities of both the 

simulations, increase during the first slopy discharge stage and decrease during the second 

relatively flat one, which is consistent with many of the previously reported modeling results 

[14,17,36]. Finally, the decrease of discharge potentials from around 1200 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  (Figure 

6) are due to the significant depletion in the concentrations of all the solvated sulfur based 

particles (Figure 5). 

3.2 Mesoscale evolutions of Li2S deposits over carbon 
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Since the deposition of ����(�) over the carbon surface impact the discharge performance due 

to the surface passivation, it is important to understand the impact of the C-rates on the 

evolutions of mesoscale properties.  

 

Figure 8. Visualizations of ����(�) deposits (in red) over the surface of the carbon particles at 

208, 648, 1050 and 1229 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  during (a) C/2 and (b) 2C discharge simulations.  

 

The visualizations of ����(�) deposits over the surface of carbon particles at different DoDs 

during C/2 and 2C (see video in the supplementary materials) discharge simulations are shown 

in Figure 8. Visually the evolutions ����(�) depositions over the carbon surface look similar for 

both simulations. At 208 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  the ����(�) deposits exist in the form isolated nuclei and 

then at 648  $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  clusters of ����(�) particles are formed, which then grow bigger along 

with the formation of newer clusters occur during the subsequent stages of the discharge 

simulations. A similar type of ����(�) deposition process over the carbon surface was 

experimentally observed by Fan et al. [11]. However, it is difficult to make conclusions about 
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the impact of C-rates on the mesoscale properties of ����(�) deposits over the carbon surface 

just from the visualizations. Therefore, in the following, we have presented the analysis of the 

post-processed results of the ����(H) deposits produced using computational tools such as radial 

distribution function and cluster recognition algorithm. 

 

3.2.1 Distribution of ����(�) particles from the carbon surface 

Due to the discrete nature of our model, we decided to approximate the radial distribution 

function (RDF) as a histogram of the distances between the particles and the carbon surface. 

Therefore, RDF assist in determining the distribution of the number of ����(�) particles at 

different distances from the the carbon particles (Figure 10). At first, we used the results of the 

RDF to predict the coverage of ����(�) particles over carbon surface (de&]H(J)), which quantifies 

the fraction of carbon surface that is directly blocked by ����(�) and it is calculated using the 

following equation, 

de&]H(J) = 7<e&]H(J)
7<1  

(12) 

where, 7<e&]H(J)
 and 7<1 respectively are the number of surface � atoms covered by ����(�) 

particles and the total number of surface � atoms in simulation box. It should be noted that 

7<e&]H(J)
is also the number of ����(�) particles present at 5 Å from the surface of the carbon 

particles, since this distance refers to the voxels that are present right next to the � atoms. 
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Figure 9. The evolutions of coverages of ����(�) over carbon surface for both C/2 (black line) 

and 2C (red line) discharge simulations. 

 

The increase of ����(�) coverage over carbon surface during 2C discharge is faster than C/2 

(Figure 9). This trend is consistent with the previously observed modelling results of Andrei et 

al. [13]. Furthermore, the distributions of ����(�) particles at different distances from the carbon 

surface (Figure 10), show that the ����(�) deposits, produced during both C/2 and 2C discharge 

simulations are multi-layered – which is a reason for the low coverages of ����(�) over carbon 

surface. Although there is only a slight difference between the average numbers of ����(�) 
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particles produced at around 1229 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  during 2C and C/2 discharge simulations (Figure 

7), the difference between the average coverages of ����(�) over the carbon surface is much 

larger at this specific capacity (Figure 9). This suggests that the ����(�) deposits, produced at 

1229 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  during C/2 discharge simulation, are slightly more multi-layered than those 

produced during 2C. This could also be understood from the distributions of ����(�) particles 

on the carbon surface at 1229 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  during C/2 and 2C discharge simulations (Figure 

10). At this capacity, the average number of Li2S particles present at distances beyond 2.5 nm 

from the carbon surface during C/2 – are slightly larger than those of the 2C.  
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Figure 10. The distributions of ����(�) particles at different distances from the carbon surface 

at 208 (grey lines), 648 (red lines), 1050 (blue lines) and 1229 (green lines)  $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  during 

C/2 (lines with squares) and 2C (lines with open circles) discharge simulations. The error bars 

in the plot are shown in black. 

 

The impact of C-rates on the nucleation and growth dynamics of ����(�) deposition during 

discharge simulations, could be understood from the comparisons of the evolutions of the 

����(�) distributions on the carbon surface (Figure 10). The peaks of all the ����(�) distributions 

for the both discharge simulations – are situated at 1 nm from the carbon surface. This indicates 

that the ����(�) electrodepositions during C/2 and 2C discharge simulations are dominated by 

the nucleation of ����(�) deposits since they are very close to the carbon surface (Figure 10). 

Initially, at 208 and 648 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6 , the ����(�) distributions of C/2 discharge simulation are 

all lower than those of 2C. Furthermore, at 1050 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  ����(�) distributions for both C/2 

and 2C discharge simulations are relatively close to each other. Moreover, the numbers of 

����(�) particles beyond 2 nm for both C/2 and 2C discharge simulations start to overlap each 

other at 1050 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  (Figure 10). Finally, at 1229 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6 , the average numbers of 

����(�) particles beyond 2.5 nm for C/2 discharge simulation are slightly larger than those of 

the 2C (Figure 10). These evolutions show that the broadening of distribution of ����(�) 
particles over carbon during C/2 discharge is slightly faster than 2C. Therefore, this indicates 

that the growth process of ����(�) deposits is slightly faster during C/2 discharge simulation, 

which is also consistent with the modelling predictions of Ren et al.[22].  

Since the rate constant of the ����(�) electrodeposition reaction increases with the C-rate, ��� 

particles tend to react more when they come closer to the carbon surface during 2C than C/2 
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(see Figure S2 in the supplementary information). Whereas, they tend to diffuse more during 

C/2 than 2C. Therefore, this competition between reaction and diffusion events of ��� 

particles, could be the reason – why the ����(�) deposits of C/2 discharge simulation are more 

multi-layered than those of the 2C.   

3.2.2 Size distribution of ����(�) clusters 

As mentioned in subsection 3.2, clusters of ����(�) particles are formed during discharge 

simulations (Figure 8).  The sizes of these clusters provide us details about the proximity of the 

����(�) deposits with each other. Here, the size of a cluster refers to the number of ����(�) 
particles in that cluster and it assists in providing insights about the local passivation of carbon 

surface. Since a large ����(�) cluster could cover a large area of the carbon surface – locally 

the surface passivation by that cluster will be higher than if a small cluster is formed at that 

same area. This local passivation of carbon surfaces could have an impact on the 

electrochemical performance towards the end of discharge when the concentrations of solvated 

polysulfides are low and unevenly distributed. Therefore, we have estimated the size 

distributions of ����(�) clusters formed at 1229$Oℎ. QHI(J)6  (Figure 11 and 12), using a cluster 

recognition algorithm called Density-base Spatial clustering of Applications with Noise 

(DBSCAN) [48].  

DBSCAN does not require prior knowledge about the shapes and amounts of clusters, which 

is its main advantage over other cluster recognition algorithms. Here, we have implemented 

the DBSCAN algorithm in a python code and we specially adjusted it to analyse the ����(�) 
particles data which were produced using our kMC code. The input parameters that DBSCAN 

requires are – minimum number of particles required for a region to be considered as a cluster 

(MinPts) and minimum distance between the particles to be considered belonging to the same 
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cluster (f).  In this paper, MinPts and f were set to 5 particles and 1.5 voxel sides (7.5 Å) 

respectively, in order to reduce the background noise. 

The visualizations and size distributions of ����(�) clusters formed at 1229 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  during 

the both discharge simulations are shown in Figure 11 and 12. The cluster sizes vary from 4 to 

367, which is too wide a range, to visualize using a single image and to represent its distribution 

in a single histogram. Therefore, we have classified clusters based on their cluster size classes 

such as 4-8, 9-13, 14-18 and so on until 39-43 ����(�) particles per cluster (Figure 11). There 

are a large number of small clusters (<19) formed during both C/2 and 2C simulations. 

Therefore, to clearly differentiate the differences between the cluster sizes formed during C/2 

and 2C discharge simulations – the visualizations and size distributions of the clusters with 

sizes above 43, are shown in Figure 12. Here, we classified the clusters based on the cluster 

size such as 44-79, 80-115, 116-151 and so on until 332-367 ����(�) particles per cluster. 
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Figure 11. Visualizations of  ����(�) clusters of belonging to size classes of 4-8, 9-13, 14-18 

and so on until 39-43  formed at 1229 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  during (a) C/2 and (b) 2C discharge 

simulations and (c) their corresponding cluster size distributions, where the cluster size 

distributions of C/2 and 2C are given in grey and pink bars respectively. The error bars over 

the histograms are shown in black. The colour map in the image shows the colour coding 

assigned to different cluster size classes (e.g. 4-8 and 39-43 are shown in navy blue and red) 

during visualization.  

 

Figure 12. Visualizations of  ����(�) clusters of belonging to size classes of 44-79, 80-115, 

116-151 and so on until 332-367 formed at 1229 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  during (a) C/2 and (b) 2C 

discharge simulations and (c) their corresponding cluster size distributions, where the cluster 

size distributions of C/2 and 2C are given in grey and pink bars respectively. The error bars 

over the histograms are shown in black. The colour map in the image shows the colour coding 

assigned to different cluster size classes (e.g. 64-94 and 95-125 are shown in navy blue and 

red) during visualization.  
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On average, the number of very small clusters (4-8) formed during 2C discharge simulation is 

larger than that of C/2. However, the number of ����(�) clusters with sizes between 9 to 38 

during 2C and C/2 discharge simulations are similar (Figure 11). Whereas, the average number 

of  ����(�) clusters produced during 2C discharge simulation – are larger in most of cluster size 

classes beyond 34-38. These differences between C/2 and 2C discharge simulations are more 

evident in cluster size classes such as 39-43 (Figure 11), 44-79, 80-115 and 116-151 (Figure 

12). Therefore, we can conclude that on average relatively larger number of ����(�) clusters 

with moderate (39-43) and big sizes (44-367) are formed during 2C (Figure 12). 

����(�) clusters with big sizes represent the ����(�) deposits which are closer to each other. 

Therefore, the ����(�) deposits produced during 2C are relatively closer than those produced 

during 2C, which means the local passivation of carbon surfaces are relatively high for 2C. 

This effect could also be due to the competition between reaction and diffusion events of  ��(	)�  

particles during 2C and C/2 discharge simulations. Since ��(	)�  particles diffuse more during 

C/2 discharge, they get separated more from each other, which could result in isolated deposits 

of ����(�).  
3.3 Sensitivity of solid sulfur mass loading 

This subsection presents the 2C discharge simulation results of a C/S mesostructure with 1:0.54 

C/S mass ratio. The structural parameters such as the shape and size of the carbon particles, 

and the carbon porosity of this mesostructure are same as the one with 1:0.27 C/S mass ratio 

(Figure 1). Therefore, the discharge simulation results of the aforementioned C/S 

mesostructures (i.e. 1:0.27 and 1:0.54 C/S mass ratios) are compared to assess the impact of 

the sulfur loading on the overall and  ����(�) mesostructural evolutions.  
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Figure 13. Evolutions of the normalized amounts of ��(�) (navy blue lines) and ���� (red lines) 

particles and the porosities of the C/S mesostructures with 1:0.27 (solid lines) and 1:0.54 

(dashed lines) C/S mass ratios during 2C discharge simulation. 

 

The number of � particles in the mesostructure with 1:0.54 C/S mass ratio (high-� 

mesostructure) is twice the low-� one (i.e. 1:0.27 C/S mass ratio). Therefore, to compare the 

evolution rates of ��(�) and ����(�) particles in high and low-� mesostructures, we have 

normalized their amounts with the corresponding maximum possible number of particles 

(Figure 13).  During discharge, the porosity of the high-� mesostructure is significantly lower 
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than that of the low-� one (Figure 13). This is because the absolute total number of ��(�) and 

����(�) particles in the high-� mesostructure are always larger than that of the low-� one.  

The rate of dissolution of ��(�) in high-� mesostructure is slower than that of the low-� one. 

Since the discharge current increases with the � loading, the absolute rates of all the 

electrochemical reactions will also increase with it (Figure 13). Therefore, around 200 

$Oℎ. QHI(J)6  the normalized amount of ����(�) particles in the high-� mesostructure start to 

increase significantly even when there is large amount undissolved ��(�) in it. Initially, the 

increase in the normalized amount of ����(�) particles in high-� mesostructure is relative slower 

than that of the low-� one, which is due to the slow dissolution ��(�) particles. However, beyond 

1000 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  much of the ��(�) particles are dissolved, therefore the rate of increase in the 

normalized ����(�) particles in high-S mesostructure become relatively faster. The visual 

comparison of the ����(�) deposits over the carbon surface during discharge in the 

mesostructures with different �-loading show that the absolute number ����(�) particles are 

always higher in the high-� mesostructure (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14. Visualizations of ����(�) deposits (in red) over the surface of the carbon particles 

in the mesostructures with (a) 1:0.27 and (b) 1:0.54 C/S mass ratios and at different DoDs 

during 2C discharge simulations.  

 

At the initial stage of discharge, the coverage of ����(�) over the carbon surface in the high-� 

mesostructure increase at faster rates than that in the low-S mesostructure (Figure 15). This 

effect is due to the increase in the discharge current with the � loading. However, at the mid 

stage (≈800 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6 ), the increase in the ����(�) coverage in the high-� mesostructure starts 

to slow down (Figure 15). This is due to the low availability of free carbon surfaces, since a 

significant amount of the surface are covered by the previously deposited ����(�) and 

undissolved ��(�) particles (Figure 13). Since, beyond 1000 $Oℎ. QHI(J)6  the ����(�) 
distributions over the carbon surface in the high-� mesostructure are significantly broader than 

those in the low-� one (Figure 13), they limit the transport ��� to the carbon surface. Therefore, 

the ����(�) coverage in the high-� mesostructure remain relative lower even though much of 
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the ��(�) particles are dissolved beyond this specific capacity.  Ultimately, the ����(�) coverage 

in high-� mesostructure at the end discharge is relatively lower than the that of the low-S one 

(Figure 15).  

 

Figure 15. The evolutions of coverages of ����(�) over carbon surface in mesostructures with 

1:0.27 (red lines) and 1:0.54 (blue lines) C/S mass ratios, during 2C discharge simulations. 

 

During discharge the peaks of the ����(�) distributions over carbon surface in the high-� 

mesostructure – shift from 1.0 to 1.5 nm (Figure 16). This indicates that the growth dynamics 

of ����(�) electrodeposition is more dominant than the nucleation dynamics in high-� 

mesostructure. This is also due to the low availability of free carbon surfaces in high-� 

mesostructure during discharge, since most of the surface are covered by previously deposited 
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����(�) and undissolved ��(�) particles. Furthermore, the slow nucleation dynamics in the high-

S mesostructure is also due to the thick ����(�) deposits over its carbon surface which limit the 

diffusion of ���.  

 

Figure 16. The distributions of ����(�) particles at different distances from the carbon surface 

in the mesostructures with 1:0.27 (lines with squares) and 1:0.54 C/S (lines with open circles) 

mass ratio and at 208 (grey lines), 647 (red lines), 1050 (blue lines) and 1370 (green lines)  

$Oℎ. QHI(J)6  during 2C discharge simulations. The error bars are shown in black. 

 

4. Conclusion 
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In this paper, we presented a novel 3D kMC model which is capable of simulating the 

evolutions inside a C/S mesostructure during discharge. Our model can predict effective 

evolutions inside the mesostructure such as concentrations of solvated particle, numbers of 

solid sulfur based particles and mesostructure porosity. Furthermore, the approximate 

discharge curves calculated from the results of our kMC model, assist in assessing the 

phenomena taking place at different stages of discharge. The evolutions of mesostructure 

porosities, such as their increase during the first slopy discharge stage and decrease during the 

second relative flat discharge stage are consistent with the previously reported continuum 

modeling results [14,17,36]. Furthermore, the reduction of long chain (S8) to medium chain 

polysulfide (S4
2-) during the first slopy stage and subsequent reduction of S4

2- to S2
2- and 

precipitation of Li2S(s) during the relatively flat stage are consistent with the continuum 

simulation [14,37] and experimental results. [49,50]  

 

The post-processed results of ����(�) data produced by the simulations our kMC model, assist 

in assessing the impact of C-rates on the mesoscale properties of ����(�). The results produced 

using the radial distribution function, show that ����(�) coverage over carbon increases with 

the C-rate, while the ����(�) deposits formed during slow C-rate (C/2) are relatively more multi-

layered. These effects are due to nucleation and growth dynamics of ����(�) electrodepositions, 

where the evolutions of the distributions ����(�) deposits on the carbon surface indicate that 

growth process of ����(�) is slightly faster during slow C-rate (C/2). These aforementioned 

conclusions made from our kMC model are consistent with previously reported modeling and 

experimental results of Andrei et al. [13] and Ren et al. [22]. Furthermore, comparison of the 

size distributions of  ����(�) clusters of C/2 and 2C discharge simulations, show that relatively 

small number of big deposits are produced during slow discharge. This could be due to the 
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competition between reaction and diffusion ���.  Due to the insulating of nature ����(�), the 

mesoscale properties of its deposits over carbon will impact the surface passivation [13,23]. 

Since the ����(�) coverage over carbon increases faster during fast discharge (2C), we believe 

that the overall surface passivation is also faster during fast discharge. Furthermore, since 

relatively large number of bigger clusters are formed during fast discharge, local passivation 

of carbon surfaces are also larger during the fast discharge. These passivation effects could be 

some the reasons, why the discharge capacity decreases when the C-rate increases.  

 

The results of the radial distribution function show that the ����(�)deposits over the carbon 

surface in high-� mesostructure (i.e. 1:0.54 C/S mass ratio) are relative thicker than those in 

low-� mesostructure. This is also evident from the relatively low ����(�) coverage over carbon 

surface in high-� mesostructure at the end of the 2C discharge simulation. Therefore, the 

growth process of the ����(�) electrodeposition in high-� mesostructure is more dominant than 

the ����(�) nucleation process. These phenomena are primarily due to the lack of free carbon 

surfaces during simulation in high-� mesostructure, since most of the surface is covered by 

previously deposited ����(�) and undissolved ��(�). Due to the combined effect of thick 

����(�) deposits and coverage of undissolved ��(�) in high-� mesostructure – surface 

passivation increases significantly with the � loading. This conclusion about the impact of � 

loading on the surface passivation is consistent with the experimental results reported by Fan 

et. al. [12]. Furthermore, thick ����(�)deposits will also limit the transport of solvate species 

towards the electrode surface, which could impede the electrochemical reactions. Finally, our 

kMC results show that porosity of the high-� mesostructure throughout 2C discharge 

simulation is lower than that of the low-� mesostructure. This suggest that the possibility of 

pore blocking during discharge could increase with the � loading. Therefore, the increase in 
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the surface passivation rate and possibility of pore blocking could be some of the reasons – 

why the discharge capacity of Li-S batteries decreases when the � loading in the cathode is 

increased.   

The new insights of our kMC such as the formation of Li2S(s) clusters during discharge, whose 

impact on the active surface of the cathode may not be accurately captured by the Bruggeman 

relation used in most of the continuum Li-S batteries model. Our model also predicts the 

formation anisotropic multi-layered Li2S deposits, therefore the overall coverage over the 

carbon surface will be different from those of the Li2S particles which have identical size or 

narrow size range.  In order to accurately capture these aforementioned effects algebraic 

equations which matches with the average mesostructural properties of our kMC modelling 

results could be implemented in the continuum models. The focus of our future work will be 

the sensitivity analysis of the kinetic and mesostructural parameters of our kMC model. Finally, 

the main disadvantage of our model is its computational cost, therefore we will also work to 

improve the efficiency of our kMC code, for instance through its parallelization.  

 

Appendix A. Supplementary materials 

Supporting information for this article are as follows, 

• Parameters used in our kMC model, an example experimental discharge curve of a Li-

S coin cell and a plot showing the number of reaction and diffusion event during 

discharge simulations. (DOCX) 

• Video showing the overall evolution of C/S mesostructure during 2C discharge 

(corresponding to Figure 4). (AVI) 

• Video showing the ����(�) deposition during 2C discharge (corresponding to Figure 8). 

(AVI) 
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Data availability  

The raw/processed data required to reproduce these findings cannot be shared at this time as 

the data also forms part of an ongoing study. 
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